A dynamical model for retinal processing is presented. The model describes the output of retinal ganglion cells whose receptive field is composed of a center and a surround combining ,linearly. However, in comparison to the classical Difference-of-Gaussian (DOG) model, center and surround are generated in two separate layers of reaction-diffusion systems, through a difference in the speed of activity-propagation between both layers. Thus, intra-layer coupling is based exclusively on next-neighbor interactions. This makes the model suitable for VLSI implementation. Furthermore, the layers are connected by equations with feedback-inhibition to form ON-center/OFF-surround and OFFcenter/OFF-surround receptive fields. The model's output in the early dynamics corresponds to high resolution contrast information, whereas the output at later times can be considered as correlated with local brightness and darkness, respectively. To examine this in more detail, simulations with the Hermanaering-grid and grating induction were carried out.
INTRODUCTION
Our knowledge regarding of how a cortical representation of a visual scene is constructed from the activity of retinal ganglion cells is far from being complete. One reason is that the axons of retinal ganglion cells (constituting the optic nerve) form a bottleneck for the transmission of visual information between the real world and the brain. In the cortex, the representation of visual information is then blown up again: there exists evidence that an orientation and scale selective analysis of the retinal image takes place 111. Thus, the extraction of object or surface contours seem to play an important role in re-constructing a visual scene. For all that we do not see just contours, but colored surfaces. This raises the question of how the retinal information is used to reconstruct surface properties. A popular idea is to combine a ' This work has been supported in part by the AMOVIP INCO-DC 961646 EU Project. Corresponding author: mat@optica.csic.es
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Oberer Eselsberg,D-89069 Ulm, Germany set of isotropic (e.g. difference of Gaussian) or anisotropic (e.g. Gabor) filters over a variety of scales. Thereby scales are usually arranged in octave relationship. Furthermore, when using DOG-filters, center size and surround size usually possess a fixed ratio at all scales. We refer to this as classical multiscale analysis. Models based on this idea suggest therefore that perceived brightness is a (often nonlinear) function of contrast, and make no explicit distinction between cortical circuits dedicated to the processing of contrast information and the formation of cortical brightness maps. Only few models exists which explicitly separate contrast-and brightness processing (e.g. [2, 3, 41). However, models for brightness perception which make use of dynamical retinal processing are, up to our knowledge, not available. The dynamical approach presented here shows how initially contrast-sensitive retinal ganglion cells change their behavior such that they later explicitly transmit brightness information. Vrest the resting potential, 6(.) the Dirac delta function (initializing the C-layer at time to), V,, the excitatory synaptic battery. Stimuli are static and correspond to luminance values L ( z , y) (representing gray-levels between zero (darkest) and one (brightest)). P the diffusion coefficient (common to both layers), and A(.) = diw(grad(.)) denotes the Laplacian. The S-layer generating the surround is allowed to diffuse freely according to Note the difference to Grossberg's retinal models (e.g. [9, 10, 111): no driving potential is associated with center and surround inputs. This can be considered as a linear limit case, which can be obtained from the full driving-potential formulation for gleak >> 1 and with gain-factors for center and surround being of the same order of magnitude as g l e a k .
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION
The normalizing behavior of our cells therefore is not generated, as in Grossberg's models, by driving potentials, but rather through feedback inhibition. This has the advantage that that we get equal response-amplitudes of ON and OFF cells with a luminance step, whereas the Grossbergian formulation always yields higher OFF responses (due to selfnormalization). Although the latter response-type is well suited to reconstruct surface properties at the (model's) cortical level, it nevertheless presents problems with feedback circuits which amplify such asymmetries (see, e.g. shown in figure la is visualized at time 2.5 msec (figure lb) and 250 msec (figure IC). There we see that ON cell responses at large times are correlated with local brightness, whereas the early dynamics corresponds to contrast information. The whole dynamics is reminiscent of the filling-in process [ 131, where brightness and darkness information, respectively, starts spreading out from contrast borders and flows into surfaces. The degree of blurring is determined by the center decay T. Stopping the center from expanding its receptive field would yield a white surface with sharp contours in figure IC.
The HermandHering Grid
In the Hermanmering grid illusion faint spots appear at the crossings (or intersections) of the streets. The effect depends on the width of the streets: narrower streets give rise to a stronger perceived effect (compare figure 3a with 36) .
Using the street widths of figure 3, the effect can hardly be seen foveally (fixation of a crossing causes the corresponding spot to disappear). Viewing the grid diagonally reduces the illusion, and this cannot be explained with our model. However, including low-pass filtering smoothes out noise, especially in the late dynamics (figure 2). 
BRIGHTNESS ILLUSIONS
H m E I I B E m H
(a) 5 pixel wide streets (b) 7 pixel wide streets stimulus corresponding to figure 3b. At 0.5 msec, only a contour map is seen, and no correlation with brightness is obvious. The illusion develops from 2.5 to 25 msec, and is stable approximately up to 250 msec. This can be seen from the two valleys in figure 5 , which shows the dynamic of a street: at each time a row-slice was taken from those cells having their receptive field centered in the street. The position of the valleys correspond to two street crossings. The dynamics confirms our hypothesis: the early retinal information is contrast-related, whereas later it is correlated with local brightness'. Thus, illusory gray spots may form because at street crossings the local brightness information runs behind the brightness information in streets enclosed by blocks. This effect is still visible in the late dynamics, but weaker.
Grating Induction
Here we examine the model dynamics together with the grating induction [16, 171. . This inversion is also revealed in simulations with the HeringEiermann grid of the previous section, and is conjectured to be connected with the appearance of the dark channels which are perceived in addition to the faint spots at the intersections. With the grating-induction, the inversion is conjectured to be connected to the so-called phantoms [26] . Phantoms are perceived in-phase with the inducers, and seem to rival with the induced anti-phase grating. The control parameter which causes symmetry breaking in this perceptually bistable situation was reported to be the luminance of the inspection area [27] . Phantom [30] ). Consistent with the Grossbergian FACADE theory (e.g. [2, 3,4]), a border map (constituting filling-in compartments) should form before fillingin takes place (otherwise filling-in would generate uniform activity everywhere). Thus, after presenting a stimulus, the immediate information from the optic nerve may be used by the brain to form this border map (with contrast related retinal responses), and thereafter filling-in may be triggered (with brightness related retinal responses). The more time passes (i.e. the longer one looks at an object), the better the resulting cortical representation of surfaces will be, because the brightness estimation generated by our retinal circuit proceeds from more local to more global. 
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